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The largest independent publisher of open access books

Discover OA at De Gruyter

2005
1st OA book published

2011
Acquisition of OA publisher Versita

2013
Launch of 1st OA HSS journal

2015
De Gruyter converts subscription journals to OA for first time

2017
Over 1000 OA books on degruyter.com

OA Books: Maximising the Impact of your Research
OPEN ACCESS BOOKS

- Growth of open access books on degruyter.com

- De Gruyter is the largest independent publisher of OA books according to the DOAB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>De Gruyter</td>
<td>827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDPI AG</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transcript Verlag</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brill</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Böhlau</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomsbury Academic</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHY PUBLISH OA BOOKS?

Free Access

Increased Visibility

Improved Citation
WHY PUBLISH OA BOOKS?

- Wider Collaboration
- Author Reputation Boost
- High Quality & Standards
AUTHORS COPYRIGHT

De Gruyter’s open access content is published either under:

= Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-NoDerivs

(CC BY NC ND):

» The name of the author/copyright owner must be mentioned in the manner requested by the author/copyright owner.
» The publication and its content may not be used in its open access format for commercial purposes.
» The publication and its content may not be edited, modified, or otherwise changed

OR

= Creative Commons Attribution

(CC BY)
TIME TO PUBLICATION

1. PROPOSAL
   • Diverse Program
   • Concentrated Expertise

2. REVIEW
   • Coordination
   • Peer Review
   • Feedback

3. PRODUCTION
   • From Manuscript To Finished Book

4. PUBLICATION
   • Marketing
   • Distribution
   • Post-Publication

OA Books: Maximising the Impact of your Research
OPEN PEER REVIEW

WHAT IS OPEN PEER REVIEW?
Peer review of scholarly work done openly, for all to see, for all to participate

HOW DOES IT WORK?
- Manuscript is uploaded on OPR platform
- OPR is announced via social media and personal invitations
- Reviewers address individual paragraphs, chapters, or the entire book
- Author can respond publicly
- After OPR the author has the opportunity to re-work text
MARKETING YOUR OA BOOK

BOOKMARKS
210mm x 50mm

A5 FLYERS
DRIVING USAGE

ADWORDS

SOCIAL MEDIA
DIFFERENT PATHS TO OA BOOKS

**AUTHOR PAYMENT - GOLD**
author, funder or institution pays fee to publisher

**FREEMIUM**
publisher releases basic version for free, author pays for ‘full’ version

**CROSS SUBSIDY PUBLISHING**
subsidy received from institution or other activity to fund publication

**EMBARGO - GREEN**
book released after pre-determined period usually without any fees

**CROWD FUNDED**
‘crowd’ shares costs to fund publication

**LIBRARY FUNDED**
libraries share costs across consortia to fund publication
WHAT ARE THE COSTS?

- Open access publication costs depend on the technical and specific requirements of each project for editorial, production, marketing and sales departments.
- Our open access fees are on average between -7,000 EUR and -10,000 EUR per volume and depends on services, size, etc.
- In order to help authors, De Gruyter has introduced a generous discount scheme, and also waivers for researchers in developing countries. All applications will be considered on an individual basis.
- Moreover, De Gruyter signs Institutional OA Agreements to remove the burden of paying fees away from the author.
HAPPY TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS

Emily Poznanski
Manager Open Access Strategy
Emily.Poznanski@degruyter.com
THANK YOU!